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ANDREW SHURTLEFF/THE DAILY PROGRESS Escape Room co-owner and game designer, Keith Stowell, inside the 
Fortune Teller's room. The Escape Room is moving to a new spot on the Downtown Mall. 

 
After just two years in business, the Cville Escape Room is relocating to make way for an office 
building to be built in the place of the Main Street Arena. 

As the owners, Jessie and Keith Stowell, were preparing to reopen at 310 E. Main after Memorial 
Day — with four completely new adventure themes — the couple took time to reflect on how they 
ended up running a game room for grownups, and what it’s taught them about human nature and 
business leadership. 

https://www.dailyprogress.com/users/profile/Melissa%20Castro
https://www.cvilleescaperoom.com/


*** 

Although the Cville Escape Room is an independently owned business, it is one of more than 2,800 
such game centers around the world, and one of two in Charlottesville. 

In escape rooms, a group of players generally is locked in a dark room with theatric touches that 
set the scene for an adventure, and they’re given 60 minutes or so to solve mysteries, crack codes 
and find keys to unlock the door. Players seek out the clues and codes among the props, with each 
hint usually building on previous information to reveal the necessary codes and keys. 

 
 

ANDREW SHURTLEFF/THE DAILY PROGRESS 
The Fortune Teller’s room at the Escape Room will soon 
be a relic of the past.  Four new games will open at 310 
E. Main on June 1. 

Building an escape room was the perfect 
business adventure for Keith Stowell, who 
set aside his theater and history degrees for 
13 years to focus instead on being a stay-at-
home dad and part-time teacher’s aide in 
Fluvanna County. 
 
But it was actually the idea of his wife, 
Jessie, to pull the trigger. 
 
“We play a lot of games and puzzles at 
home, so when I heard about this idea of 
escape rooms on ‘The Big Bang Theory,’ I 
thought, ‘Oh, I would love doing that,’” 
Jessie said. 

Ironically, the couple’s first two outings to Richmond-area escape rooms were busts — thanks in 
part to being paired up with overbearing strangers — but the experience convinced Jessie to take 
a gamble on mixing her husband’s creative mind with her business acumen. 

“As soon as we left [the Richmond room], he just immediately started coming up with hundreds of 
clues that he would have done differently,” Jessie said. “My mind doesn’t work that way — I’m 
extremely analytical.” 

*** 

The Stowells and their staff of 10 have watched thousands of teams come through their six 
themed rooms. Through the course of that, they’ve noticed that almost every successful team — 
whether in gaming, in business or in partnerships like theirs — has creative members that are 
balanced out by analytical members, cautious members and organized members. 

It’s part of the reason so many local organizations have chosen to use the escape room for team-
building activities, including groups from CFA Institute, Sentara Martha Jefferson Hospital and the 
Federal Executive Institute. 

https://www.immersionescaperooms.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4l-DqG1Jgw


“Once people are in the room, you see right 
away who sits down, who dives in and who just 
starts shouting out directions,” Keith said. 

You also see how that style of behavior affects 
the group, which is why Bidhan “Bobby” 
Parmar, a strategy and ethics professor at The 
University of Virginia Darden School of Business, 
chose to study leadership, collaboration and 
communication styles at the Cville Escape Room 
last August. 

The results of the study are still being tabulated, 
Parmar said, but a few preliminary findings 
stood out. 

 

The teammates who were identified as the leaders after the fact — the MVPs — weren’t usually 
the ones solving the puzzles. They were the ones managing the group’s dynamics and workflow, 
Parmar said. 

“In an escape room, you see the division of labor clearly. Someone is keeping track of where the 
clues are and whether they’ve been used already,” he said. “That has a huge impact on the quality 
of the outcome — and it’s a very important and undervalued set of skills in business.” 

A second pattern that Parmar’s study revealed was a tendency for players to avoid saying out loud 
what they notice in the room — either because they’re a leader and don’t want to be challenged, 
or because they’re an underling and don’t want to be caught making a mistake. 

That behavior is a sign that the group lacks a sense of what Parmar calls “psychological safety.” 

When psychological safety is present in a group, “people aren’t afraid to look silly or stupid,” 
Parmar said. “People need to be able to build on each other’s ideas. Maybe that clue doesn’t open 
this lock, but it might open another one, and they wouldn’t have thought of that if the first person 
hadn’t verbalized it.” (Here's a link to a podcast about how this works in The Daily Show's writer 
room.) 

Darden students learn similar lessons on a seven-day trek through Patagonia — Parmar returned 
from that expedition just last week — but, at $25 per person, the escape room is a much cheaper 
experiential classroom. 

Both experiences stress the importance of respectful communication and a willingness to 
generate several hypotheses and test them out quickly. 

Of Patagonia, Parmar said, “People were nervous and scared but they did it, and they were so 
proud of themselves. That’s the magic, when you confront something you didn’t think you could 
do.” 

https://ideas.darden.virginia.edu/authors/bobby-parmar/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/the-daily-shows-secret-to-creativity/id1346314086?i=1000405268582&mt=2
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/the-daily-shows-secret-to-creativity/id1346314086?i=1000405268582&mt=2


The stakes are admittedly higher in Patagonia and in business, where leadership failures might 
lead the team off either a literal or figurative cliff. 

Still, the Stowells know they have captured that same drama in their escape room adventures. 
“It’s that feeling — that’s what we’re selling — that joy of accomplishment and reward,” Jessie 
Stowell said. 

*** 

The sights and smells of the current rooms — the lavender scent of the fortune teller’s room, the 
jaunty jazz music emanating from the archaeology adventure, the animated cadaver in the mad 
scientist’s lab, the radio crackle in the spy’s room and the street sounds of Jack the Ripper’s 
Victorian London — will be open to the public until at least May 27. 

The themes at the new location haven’t been revealed — not even to employees — but Keith 
Stowell has spent three or four months designing each of them and is virtually bursting with 
anticipation. The staff will test the new rooms this coming week before opening to the public on 
June 1, he said. 

“They don’t want spoilers, so every day around them right now is like keeping Christmas secrets 
from kids,” he said. “I’m really excited about something, and I just can’t say a word.” 

Melissa Castro is a reporter for The Daily Progress. Contact her at (434) 964-5465, 
mcastro@dailyprogress.com or on Twitter @cbj_castro. 
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